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Europium ; chemistry ; Luminescent Measurements ; Microscopy, Fluorescence, Multiphoton ; Molecular Structure ; Solubility ; Water ; chemistry The unique luminescence properties of Ln ions 1 (sharp emission, large Stockes shift, insensitivity to oxygen) and particularly their III [ ] long excited state lifetime ranging from s (Yb, Nd) to ms (Eu, Tb) triggered the development of time-resolved spectroscopy or μ microscopy for applications in biological, environmental or clinical analysis. 2,3 These techniques consist in the introduction of a time [ ] delay before the detection of the lanthanide luminescence in order to eliminate parasitic scattering and short-lived luminescence resulting in an enhanced signal/noise ratio. However, UV-light is needed for the metal sensitization, which is a drawback for biological applications.
Indeed, these wavelengths are scattered/absorbed by the medium, which limits the investigation depth and presents some photo-toxicity for the biological samples. Two (or multi-) photon excitation, that is simultaneous absorption of two photons of half energy, is an elegant way to circumvent the use of UV-light. Following pioneering works of Webb in the 1990 s, 4 confocal biphotonic microscopy is becoming ' [ ] even more popular with the commercialization of tunable fs-laser source. This technique allows the use of irradiation wavelengths located in the near infrared (700 900 nm), a spectral range where the biological media are transparent. In addition, its intrinsic confocal character -strongly limits the photo-damage and gives rise to 3D resolved spectroscopy and microscopy. 5 Whereas numerous works have been [ ] devoted to the optimization of the luminescence properties of lanthanide complexes for imaging or sensing applications, 2,3 their [ ] two-photon sensitization is becoming an emerging field of research. The proof-of-concept of two-photon antenna effect has already been demonstrated in biological media with complexes featuring very low (generally not measured) two-photon absorption (2PA) cross-section, . 6 On the other hand, significant values are reported in the cases of Eu complexes only stable in non aqueous solvents, 7 not
suitable for any practical applications as biological probes. In this article, we report the design of new functionalized tris-dipicolinate Eu III complexes (Chart 1) that are (i) soluble and stable in aqueous media, (ii) luminescent with long excited lifetime and (iii) that present significant two-photon absorption cross-section in the biological window.
Recently, we described the two-photon antenna effect of tricationic Eu OTf complex ( 96 GM at 720 nm), where is a spectroscopic studies. 8 DPA was functionalized by extended -system featuring weak electron donor alkoxy group ( Chart 1) and the
hydrosolubility was ensured by 3,4,5-tris(triethyleneglycol)phenyl moieties (HG). 9 Ligand synthesis is reported in supporting [ ] information. The corresponding complex Na Eu( ) , was prepared in water by mixing three equiv. of ligand in basic media with EuCl
,6H O and isolated by extraction with dichloromethane. The spectroscopic characterizations are in agreement with the proposed 3 2 structures (SI) and the complex is stable and soluble in organic solvents and water.
All the photophysical properties of the ligand and complex were recorded in water and the stability of the complex in aqueous media is similar to that of the non functionalized parent analogous (see SI for details). quantum yield of the complex is good, about 15.7 , the lifetime is long (1.062 ms in water, figure S2 ) and remains far higher than that of % other organic or endogen chromophores (few ns). The two-photon excitation spectrum was recorded, in the 700 900 nm range using a -femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser source. 7a The 2PA process is unambiguously confirmed by the quadratic dependence (experimental coef.
[ ] 1.9) of the 613 nm band with the laser power ( 720 nm, Figure S5 ). The 2PA spectrum matches almost perfectly the wavelength λ ex = doubled one absorption spectra (1PA) with a maximum 2PA wavelength around 700 nm (Figure 1 ), indicating that the excited states involved in the 1PA and 2PA processes are the same. In the measured range, the maximal 2PA cross-section is significant, about 92 GM at 700 nm. It is worth underlining that this value is in the same range than that of other lanthanide compounds, 7a c only stable in organic [ -] solvents and far higher than that of the water stable complexes. 6,7c
[ ] Finally, two-photon scanning microscopy experiments were carried out using T24 cancer cells fixed with ethanol at 20 C and loaded In conclusion, we report the design of a new europium complex that fulfills all the requirements for bio-imaging applications: (i) good solubility and stability in water, (ii) intense emission in the red (616 nm), (iii) long luminescence lifetime and (iv) significant two-photon absorption cross-section induced by two-photon antenna effect in the biological window. Furthermore, we describe the first two-photon scanning microscopy bio-imaging experiments using a lanthanide complex that can be considered as a new generation of molecular probes. Further studies are currently carried out (i) to study localization of the complex in the cells, (ii) to increase the molecular two-photon cross-section and water stability of the complexes and (iii) to develop biological imaging using biphotonic time-resolved . microscopy 7 . (a) . Picot A , Malvolti F , Le Guennic B , Baldeck PL , Williams JAG , Andraud C , Maury O . Inorg Chem . 2007 ; 46 : 2659 -2665 . Fu LM , Wen XF , Ai XC , Sun Y , Wu YS , Zhang JP , Wang Y . Angew Chem Int Ed . 2005 ; 44 : 747 -750 (c 
Figure 1
Absorption spectra of Na Eu( ) ( ) in water. In upper abscissa is superimposed the two-photon excitation spectra ( ). Na Eu( ) . Image were taken on a Zeiss LSM510 NLO META confocal microscope equipped with a fs-Ti:sapphire laser. 
Chart 1
Structure of the ligands and related complex.
